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Clerk: Hi. How can I help you?
Customer: My kid wants a mountain bike. Which one is good?
Clerk: Well, right now I recommend one of these. This one is made in Japan, and this one is made in Taiwan.
Customer: Made in Taiwan?
Clerk: Well, it IS a Shimano.

Introduction

We sometimes observe that while an entire industry may be in recession, some companies continue to perform well. Shimano, a bicycle parts manufacturer, is such a company.

The bicycle manufacturing industry has recently been in a structural recession. Imports accounted for 30% of the domestic market in 1997 and 67% in 2001, with over 7 million of the 11 million bicycles sold in Japan being imported (Figure 1). The average price of bicycles commonly seen around town and often called
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“granny bikes” is around 20,000 Yen for domestically manufactured models and around 10,000 Yen for imported bikes from South East Asia and China. The difference is clear. Domestic production of bicycles has continued to decline and there has remained no vestige that Japan once shined as the production base for the world bicycle market. Yet, Shimano has managed to maintain an overwhelming share in the world market for bicycle parts, such as derailleurs, shift levers, and brakes. Shimano’s brand value is ranked high among Japanese firms. According to the Nihon Keizai Shimbun’s brand score, Shimano is ranked 20th in Japan (2001). Companies with the same rank include large firms like Hitachi, Sharp, Denso, Fanuc, and HOYA.¹

Bicycle fans proudly say “I have Dura-Ace”. Dura-Ace is the brand name of the series of parts Shimano sells for sporting bicycles. As previously mentioned, the use of Shimano parts matters more for customers than who assembled the bicycle. Major bicycle manufacturers cannot even start product development before Shimano announces a new product plan. Intel’s former CEO Andrew Grove was reportedly amused to hear that Shimano was called “the Intel of the bicycle industry.”

The recent performance of Shimano has suffered somewhat due to setbacks in American and European sales, but its financial performance is far better than oth-
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